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Take Full Control of
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®
Tactical Headset and Multi-Com System
The Digital Ears® System by INVISIO® allows tactical operators to integrate and
take full control of multiple radio or communication devices and also adapt on the
fly for use on ground vehicles, watercraft, aircraft intercom systems and even select
mobile phones and tablets devices.

Try then buy... 30 Day Eval Program

The Digital Ears System features the INVISIO X5 headset, which replaces big and
bulky boom microphone headsets with a much sleeker and smaller in-ear headset.
The X5 dual in-ear headset utilizes bone conduction technology that captures your
voice from your inner ear providing clear speech during ground operations and also
in vehicles and on watercraft or aircrafts. The X5 also provides certified hearing protection and also enhanced electronic situational hearing that can be amplified giving
you constant 360º awareness on the battlefield.
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Aegis Defense / Zentreks created
the newest in warfighter mobility
with a power system built into a
backpack. Designed to keep the
warfighter charged and ready at
all times. See page 25
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SPECIAL FOCUS
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One size fits all no longer applies to combat missions - given
newer technologies, warriors today have more options available
to them commercially. The Warfighters Gear Guide reviews a
selection of combat gear and equipment to help prepare for an
upcoming deployment overseas.
By Joe Talley
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Warfighters can now select from a wider variety of clothing
designed for breathability, durability, tailored use and fire resistance.
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More advanced plate carriers, chest rigs and gear vests protect the
warrior and serve as the gear platform.

Pouches
Pouches are the DNA that links the warfighter’s gear and
manufacturers now create integrated systems to meet the
needs of battle.

Packs and Hydration
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Knives and Tools
While warriors now more often operate further away from their
support units, there is a greater need for field expedient weapons
adjustments and the tools for the job.
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Combat Electronics

Advancing LED technology has created a new market for high tech,
high performance flashlights.

Blackhawk! Joins the ATK
Family - Two Years Later
Two years after joining ATK’s family of
companies, tactical gear manufacturer
Blackhawk! is seeing synergies in its
design and marketing of its products.
By Joe Talley

The Gear Guide reviews the
manufacturing process and provides
potential pitfalls to avoid when
comparing gear.
By Joe Talley

Establishing New
Light Standards

Today’s packs and hydration systems provide more options to the
warfighter and outshine issued gear.

Lights

Salomon entered the tactical boot
market by chance and has now have
become a favorite brand for Special
Operators.
By Joe Talley

The Material Difference

Mission-specific boots are designed for running, climbing,
fastroping, and cold and hot weather- without losing the comfort.

Plate Carriers and Chest Rigs

The Tactical Boot That
Almost Never Was!

New technology and a renewed focus
on tactical flashlights have led to the
establishment of industry operational
standards for the first time.
By Joe Talley

Paving the Road
to an Electric Fleet
37

Are Plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs)
practical for DoD’s non-tactical fleet?
By Camron Gorguinpour, Ph.D.

Warfighters are using personal electronic devices on the battlefield
more than ever before.
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Insights
Welcome to the 2012 Warfighters Gear Guide from Armor & Mobility
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categories to help servicemen and women better prepare for their next
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Quarterly Publications

Recently, I had the honor of attending the Memorial for World War II Darby
Ranger James McVay- a 1st Battalion Army Ranger who fought across Africa,
Sicily and Italy. After the war, he worked as a plumber and then owned a
successful real estate company for over 40 years. World War II ushered in
a variety of technologies and innovations in equipment such as pencillin,
night vision and other new combat gear. While McVay served valiantly from
1942-1945, it is more notable that he was 90 years old when he passed
away- his training and combat equipment kept him safe during three years
of war so that he might enjoy an additional 70 plus years after the war’s end.
Similarly today, new gear technology ensures that warriors have that same
opportunity.
The 2012 Warfighters Gear Guide highlights gear from clothing and
footwear, to plate carriers, pouches and packs. Knives, tools, lights and
other items are also highlighted through photography and write-ups in a sideby-side comparison. Finally, industry reps provide additional insight into how
to evaluate these technologies in articles like THE MATERIAL DIFFERENCE,
and ESTABLISHING NEW LIGHT STANDARDS.
From gear to the vehicles that move warfighters and their equipment, the
Guide also provides an update on DoD’s Plug-in Vehicles (PEVs) Initiative, it
was established to design strategies to execute a large-scale integration of
PEV’s for a future non-tactical vehicle fleet.
The Gear Guide is produced by warriors, for warriors just like you. Let us
know what gear you would like to see next, whether it is a new product or
category. You can reach me at contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com.

DoD

Joe Talley
Editor
Armor & Mobility
Tactical Defense Media
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The 2012

By Joe Talley

Ten years of combat
operations have revolutionized
the weapons, armor and
equipment used by warfighters today. As servicemen and
women face ever increasing challenges on the modern
battlefield, private companies have stepped up to assess
their needs and innovate with new technologies and designs
to better prepare warfighters for a wide range of missions.
Given the increased role of special operations, and also
greater numbers of civilians on the battlefield, variations in
gear and equipment have increased exponentially.
The 2012 Warfighters Gear Guide is designed to provide
an unbiased product comparison similar to a J.D. Power
or Consumer Reports guide. Each element of gear is
reviewed in terms of the key attributes which differentiate
that equipment. For example, packs are organized by total
volume as compared to a standard issue ruck or assault
pack. Lights are organized by use and output. At the same
time, manufacturers provide additional guidance in terms of
those specific characteristics to look for when buying gear.
Thousands of companies produce gear useful in combat,
and this guide can only cover a fraction of gear available
to servicemen and women today. We hope, however, that
this serves as a useful tool to provide additional awareness
of products that might not otherwise be known to the
typical warfighter, and be presented in a way so that he
or she might better evaluate the gear according to their
individual job requirements. As the warrior heads out the
door with guide in hand, he or she has at least a few more
recommendations that might make the pre-deployment
process a little easier.
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The Gear
Guide does not list pricesthese fluctuate greatly between
manufacturer, distributor and reseller,
and the guide is meant to provide objective
comparison only. The internet-friendly end user can easily
find the best price and other characteristics for any given
piece of equipment. We also did not list color options but
specifically selected gear for compatibility with current AORs.
Evolution of Design Special Operations Leads the Way
While the general process of buying military, civilian and law
enforcement equipment becomes ever easier, given the rapid
innovation of products companies, one group of warfighters
often opens the door to smaller manufacturers whenever one
comes up with an innovative product. As special operations
personnel numbers have steadily increased over the last ten
years, this particular section of the market has often led the
way in terms of finding the best existing civilian gear and
modifying it for military purposes. This almost always leads
to purchases by bigger units, which then allows the brands
to further improve their offerings to the military.
A pararescueman jumps from an HC-130P/N King aircraft while performing a freefall rescue
demonstration at Cocoa Beach, FL, Oct. 27, 2010. The pararescueman is assigned to the
920th Rescue Wing on Patrick Air Force Base, FL.
Credit: U.S. Air Force photo by Master Sgt. Rob Grande
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CLOTHING
Most warfighters are issued service specific uniforms and outerwear, but specialized
units, and civilian agencies, now more often have the choice between different brands
of combat shirts, pants, jackets and other clothing.

UNIFORMS
I.T.S. HPFU Performance Jacket / Pants | Blackhawk!
The High Performance Fighting Uniform Jacket and Pants are made of no melt,
antimicrobial material and integrate Army-approved tourniquets into each garment
above the limb. They have reinforced elbows, knees and seat, and inner pockets
have cinch straps to keep insertable elbow and knee pads in place. The garments
also have guide loops to keep external pads in place.

G3 All Weather Combat Shirt / Pants | Crye Precision
This shirt and pants are made of a wicking, midweight, FR material with large zip
vents to provide extensive ventilation and temperature control. They use standard
insertable elbow pads. Combat pants have ten pockets, including on top of the
thighs, allowing for insertable knee pads. This uniform is more likely used
on cooler deployments.

OUTERWEAR
Warrior Wear Shell Jak | Blackhawk!
This is an extremely lightweight, windproof / waterproof shell that can be
comfortably worn with or without a zip-out fleece liner. The shell is remarkably
warm for its weight, and in conjunction with a base layer, can be fully opened
on both sides to allow for complete ventilation. The jacket is made of abrasionresistant material and cuffs are secured with Velcro fasteners.

Lightweight Tactical Jacket | Massif
This is an FR wind and water resistant, lightweight softshell. The trim fit and four-waystretch fabric increases range of motion; contains two low-profile shoulder pockets
and two side pockets. There is also an additional interior wallet / utility pocket. Can
be worn under body armor- it has a higher waist for access to the gear belt.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Elements FREE Lite Jacket | Massif
This Army-approved Fire Resistant jacket is equal Nomex and Cotton / Nylon and is
designed for greater activity in cooler weather. The outer surface is breathable but
windproof and waterproof- it is light enough to layer with a heavier base layer. It is
stretchable in order to accommodate extensive movement. Three chest pockets
and one sleeve pocket.

Sabre 2.0 Jacket | 5.11 Tactical
This is a mid-weight, 100% Microfiber Softshell, waterproof jacket that can be worn
in a combat or in a covert scenario. The removable hood can be stored in the collar.
Again, this is a lightweight, breathable jacket that is remarkably warm and wind
resistant. The jacket has four chest pockets and two exterior sleeve pockets. The
sides of the jacket unzip from the waist up to the armpit to completely ventilate. A
special buckle on both sides also allows the user to quickly access a gear belt or
concealed weapon underneath the jacket.

Warrior Wear Operations Jacket | Blackhawk!
The Operations Jacket is considered Layer 2 in the Blackhawk system- it provides
wind and water resistance with extensive breathability. The jacket has 1 chest
pocket, 2 hand pockets and a tailbone pocket across the rear of the jacket. It also
contains reinforced elbows.

Elements FREE Softshell Jacket | Massif
This Army-approved Fire Resistant jacket is 2/3 Nomex, 1/3 Cotton and is
designed for cold, wet and snowy weather. The breathable but windproof / waterproof
outer material is designed to be abrasion-resistant, and sturdy, in order not to bunch
up under body armor, but at the same time, it is stretchable in order to accommodate
extensive movement. With three chest pockets and one sleeve pocket, this is
probably one of the warmest lightweight jackets- ideal for aviation crews in open,
windy environments- it was selected by the Army as the FR program’s Intermediate
Weather Outer Layer (IWOL).

SO 1.0 Soft Shell Jacket | WT Tactical
This jacket is made of a stretch nylon/spandex blended fabric bonded to hydrophobic
polyester fleece, combining the stretch of a soft shell with the warmth of fleece. A
high collar protects the neck from the elements and contains a minimal, nylon ripstop
stow-away hood. Pit zips on both sides provide ventilation, while both arms have two
zip pockets.The chest also has two zip hand pockets.
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Power MoBile DeviCeS
via SMBUS Battery or aC & DC Power

2590 SMBUS Battery
CaBleS
Lind 2590 SMBUS Battery Cables are designed to
interface with BB-2590 batteries,* with or without
the SMBUS. These Lind cables are also compatible
with other -xx90 military batteries.
Many optional configurations are possible,
including:
• Preconfigure for 12V or 24V
• On-board charge enable available
• With or without charge enable
• With or without SMBUS connections
• Various cable lengths and types available
• On-board diode isolation available
* NOTE : BB-2590 military battery not included

rUggeD aC/DC CoMBo
aDaPter
• Simultaneously power and charge laptops
and other mobile devices using an AC or
DC power source
• Computer specific design eliminates need
for multiple tips
• Safety circuitry protects sensitive devices
• Adapter housed in a rugged aluminum
extrusion for added durability
• Adapter is epoxy sealed to protect against
shock, moisture and high humidity
• RoHS, WEEE Certified

COntACt Lind fOR A CUStOM POWER SOLUtiOn
To learn more about how the 2590 SMBUS Battery
Cables or the rugged aC/DC Combo adapter
can meet your mobile power needs, contact Lind at
1.800.897.8994, via email at info@lindelectronics.com
or visit us online at www.lindelectronics.com.

Power SPeCialiStS for MoBile CoMPUting

The

Tactical
Boot

That Almost

Never
Was!
By Joe Talley

Salomon introduced the
Quest GTX Boot around
2007 and it quickly became a
preferred product of a certain
special operations unit for its
rugged design and capability.
The boot was manufactured in
Quest 4D GTX Boots
Italy and offered in two colorssubdued and blaze orange. While the subdued color became
a military favorite, the blaze orange was more popular with the
public, and Salomon could only select one style to produceessentially killing the boot for the military.
David Kramer, the military sales rep at Salomon knew
his customers well and knew his product’s potential- he
immediately started searching for a partner to help bring back
the Quest boot for this special community. After being turned
away from all of the larger military retailers, one smaller retailer
stepped in– Terry Hunt from Rally Point Tactical in Virginia
Beach. They faced a daunting challenge- Terry would have to
order at least 1,000 pairs of the boots in order to bring back the
Quest- more money than his company could afford.
“At the time, the special operations guys were looking at
running shoes and trekking boots to better meet their needs,”
said Terry. “The standard issue desert boots work fine for
regular infantry soldiers, but the [Special Operations Unit] guys
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had different mission requirements- either for shorter missions
where they would be running, or for more rugged missions
where the Quest would definitely serve better.”
The two had worked together for several years and believed
in each other and their customers. Terry took out a second
mortgage on his house and Dave ordered him the first batch
of 300 pairs; he then followed up to create a special website to
sell the boot and also sell it on Ebay. At the same time, they
began shopping the boots around to military bases around the
U.S. and sold to the military and government at a price far below
what other companies were selling the Orange boot in order to
insure that they could sell their product- barely above cost.
The boot became a hit, and Terry became the sole retailer for
the first six months. Soon after, he made back his investment
and saved his house, and now the Quest boot is worn by
military and government operational teams (FBI and DEA) as
well. Rally Point Tactical has grown to be a leader in domestic
and international tactical equipment sales ever since.
“I knew that the guys really liked those boots, and I had faith
in David- he’s on the ground with the guys who wear them, so
I took the risk so that we could get the Quest boots into their
hands,” said Terry.
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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FOOTWEAR

Current deployments have led to a revolution in footwear design. Boot manufacturers
and the military itself are now more focused on footwear that meets a wider variety of
terrain demands. At the same time, operational needs now dictate footwear choices–
for example, special operators usually have shorter tours- they now choose their boots
according to specific mission requirements and current season. While a Marine in Helmand
might need an ultralight suede boot for a summertime deployment, an Army infantryman in
the mountains of eastern Afghanistan would need a heavier boot with rubberized outsoles
to protect the outsides of the boot from rocky surfaces.
Zero Mass 8 in. Desert Boots | Bates
Similar to the reintroduction of jungle boots in the early 90’s, these boots are sturdy
and durable, but at the same time, they are light and breathable, with quick drying
nylon sides and Scotchgard-treated pigskin uppers.

Desert TFX Hot 8 in. Boots (ATACS / other colors) | Danner
Amazing, lightweight, quick drying, all-1000D nylon boot. Padded, breathable,
moisture wicking mesh lining inside a very sturdy nylon structure- the TFX design
of the boot makes it harder to roll one’s ankle. While this nylon seems more sturdy
than comparable nylon boots, the surface also allows for a perfectly blended ATACS
camouflage pattern.

Rivot TFX 8 in. Desert Boots | Danner
The Danner Rivot is a well-fitting, light, breathable, standard desert boot that is easy
to quickly put on, with speed laces from the ankle up the shaft of the boot. Given
it’s flexible material, the boot does not bunch up at the upper forward part of the foot
when crouching, which is a problem with other boots. Heavy stitching at the seams
secures the leather buck to the Vibram sole, eliminating the possibility that these
boots become “flip flops”. Air vents in the instep let the air in and keep the dust out.

Sidewinder HPI Boots (Mid, Multicam) | Magnum
The Sidewinders are similar to the Spider 8.1 boots below in that this mid-height
boot incorporates the same fastroping abrasion-resistant technology and a Vibram
sole. This boot provides the same structure and stability of a taller boot and is
suitable for mountainous terrain, with a specially designed sole made of a durable
rubber compound built for rocky environments. The laces are even made from 550 lb
paracord - each boot has 3 feet of the survival lace.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com
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Spider 8.1 HPI Boots (8 in., Multicam) | Magnum
With 1650D ballistic nylon uppers, this boot has some innovative features- beyond its
Multicam pattern, its “Fast-Rope System” in the instep of the boot actually reinforces the
boot with a “Superfabric” abrasion resistant arch panel to protect the arch of the boot and
decrease friction when the warfighter is fastroping out of a helicopter and is sliding down
a rope. The toe of the boot also incorporates “toe fins” to help the boots catch onto
walls when the user is trying to get over an obstacle. Finally, the boot has “sandproof
ventilation” vents built into the sides of the boot.

Chameleon 4 Mid Ventilator GTX Boots | Merrell
The Chameleon 4 is the latest iteration of a lightweight, breathable boot previously issued
to US troops serving in Eastern Afghanistan. The boot was chosen for similar qualities
found in hiking boots made for rocky terrain- the toes, heel and outer edges are protected
by rubber and the boot has a stiff rubber sole. It is Goretex weatherproof but also dries
out quickly after being submerged in streams.

Sawtooth Boots | Merrell
This model is similar to the Chameleon above, but it incorporates designs similar to the
Magnum Spider- the Vibram sole and rubber arch are constructed in a manner to create
a channel to facilitate fastroping, which is likely why this boot is also a favorite among
special operators.

XA Pro 3D Mid 2 GTX Boots | Salomon
This lightweight boot is used more on shorter range missions and for summer wear.
It uses a “chassis” or platform that provides torsional stiffness and lateral stability, and
wider outsoles, to increase ankle support and provide a more stable platform to walk on.
The Quick Lace lacing mechanism runs a 500lb test strength lace that is pulled tight and
then secured with a cordlock on the lacing – eliminating the need to spend time tying
boot laces.

Quest 4D GTX Boots | Salomon
Similar to the XA Mid, this heavier boot is built on the same chassis and is more popular
for mountainous terrain. The Quest uses a traditional lacing system where the laces have
a locking mechanism at the ankle- laces around the foot can be kept tight, while the laces
around the leg can be more loose to account for increasing calf size due to blood flow.
They are incredibly comfortable for a heavier, sturdy boot.
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Two Years Later
By Joe Talley

For over twenty years, Blackhawk! has been known as
one of the leaders in manufacturing and selling quality tactical
gear for warfighters. Two years ago, defense contractor
ATK acquired Blackhawk! and the brand joined a family of
interrelated companies covering the aerospace, defense, and
security and sporting markets.
Behind the scenes, this acquisition has created a better
opportunity for both the parent and sub companies which
directly impacts the warfighter today. “Given the continually
growing relationship with ATK, Blackhawk! now has more
resources and funding to invest in development in terms of
product design,” says Tim Brandt, ATK Security and Sporting’s
representative.
This means better gear is coming out of the lab, to the
commercial shelves or the internet. “Our product line has grown
significantly in the last two years, in areas like holsters, long-gun
accessories and apparel. ATK makes a variety of products and
almost all of the small caliber ammunition for the military, so we
can appreciate the importance of the warfighter and what that
means in terms of making product decisions every day.”
ATK comes from a position of decades of extensive
relationships supplying the military with ammunition and

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com

equipment, and there are now more people working on
improving all of ATK’s brands and sharing institutional expertise
across the group of companies. “One of the reasons the
Blackhawk! brand was so attractive to ATK was its authenticity
and how important the warfighter was to Blackhawk!,” said
Brandt. “ATK can now leverage off of their existing relationships
across the military to further extend the ability of Blackhawk! to
access the warfighter in terms of getting real time feedback from
guys overseas using our products, saying, ‘this works great,
this doesn’t work great’ and how we can improve our products
further.”
Blackhawk! is a great fit with other ATK brands like Federal
Premium Ammunition and Weaver Optics. Given the new
relationship, the brand continues to gain shelf space at dealers
and retailers across the nation. “This expansion means growth
in all areas and allows us to offer a wider variety of products
designed for everyone, including the most advanced special
operations personnel,” said Brandt.
“At the end of the day, our products can’t fail- and that
rings true, regardless of whether its one of our packs used in a
foreign, hostile environment, or a holster right here in the United
States.”
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com
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PLATE CARRIERS
AND CHEST RIGS
Given the increasing weight from additional sensors, batteries and other tools, operators try
to minimize weight wherever possible, and many have switched from ballistic vests to plate
carriers. Additionally, warfighters prefer greater flexibility in terms of being able to separate
their plate carriers from their equipment- many operators prefer to use a separate harness
or chest rig worn over their plate carriers or ballistic vests. This section breaks out the
separate products in this manner.
SOC-C Lightweight Armor Carrier | Blue Force Gear
This 500D Cordura nylon plate carrier is very light and simple in modular design- it
has front and back plate sleeves connected by 6 x 6 in. wide side pockets and elastic
bands secured by Velcro. The front panel has a unique PlatePillow material on the
top edge to minimize the impact as the typical warfighter bangs the top edge of the
front plate into one’s chin and neck. Shoulder straps are designed to be low profile
to incorporate into the wearer’s clothing and other gear shoulder straps, but may also
incorporate padded shoulder pad wraps in order to increase comfort. Both panels
are covered with MOLLE attachments and have multiple cable routing loops along
the edges.
MOLLE Plate Carrier Vest | Rothco
This padded plate carrier utilizes an adjustable / detachable cummerbund with 6 x 8 in.
armor side panel pockets to secure the two carrier panels. The front carrier panel also
has room for larger, wrap around soft armor inserts. The vest is covered with MOLLE
attachments, and even the Velcro panels sit on top of MOLLE webbing. Adjustable
shoulder straps incorporate removable padded shoulder pad wraps.

Viper Plate Carrier Vest
(Releasable/ Non- Releasable / Holster) | SO Tech
This vest is composed of 500D Cordura nylon and weighs 1.3 lbs. The releasable
version has a one-handed release designed to be used by the non-firing hand to
dump the vest in an emergency. The shoulder straps are built with low profile,
comfortable padding. The cummerbund sides also have pockets for side armor.
Three internal magazine pouches hold standard AR mags. An alternate version
includes a built in holster pocket on the front for a standard handgun. The vest is
covered with MOLLE attachments and is completely customizable with additional
items such as a padded yoke, torso pads, pouches, padded armored belt and load
lifting system that lifts the weight off the chest and transfers to the hips.
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plate carriers and chest rigs

Fight Light Plate Carrier | Tactical Tailor
This 500D Cordura nylon plate carrier is also very light and minimal to the size of
the plates themselves. Intelligent design incorporates side pockets on top of the
removable 6 x 8 in. side panel pockets, and unique molded foam padding on the
inside of each plate in order to increase air flow and impact protection. The carrier
is covered with MOLLE attachments and has multiple cable routing loops along the
edges. Easy in and out with fastex buckle closures.

General Plate Carrier | TYR Tactical
Cummerbund has 5 x 10 in. pockets for soft armor inserts, and additional side armor
pockets can be attached. Removable side buckle kit can replace the cummerbund
to connect the carrier panels. The plate carrier is constructed with TYR’s PV material
which is 7-10 times more abrasion resistant than standard 500D nylon and is covered
in MOLLE attachments. Shoulder straps incorporate padded shoulder pad wraps.
Removable triple AR magazine pouch integrated into front flap of carrier.

PICO Assaulters Plate Carrier | TYR Tactical
The PICO is a step up from the GPC and is designed to add on side armor, pelvic,
groin, biceps / deltoid protection, and even connect to drop leg ballistic panels. The
side panels incorporate pockets for two AR mags on each side, and the carrier is
constructed of TYR’s PV material, which is 7-10 times more abrasion resistant than
standard 500D nylon. The carrier is covered in MOLLE attachments and shoulder
straps incorporate padded shoulder pad wraps. Triple AR magazine pouch integrated
into front flap of carrier and extensive accessories, including integrated padded belt
and “X Frame” carrier suspension system to shift weight to the hips.
Omega Elite Tactical Vest | Blackhawk!
This zip up tactical vest is designed to ride over the IOTV or plate carrier and provide
a completely removable platform for all pouches. Multiple configurations include
either six AR mag pouches (12 mags), or three mag pouches plus additional EOD
accessory pockets, or a pistol platform plus three AR pouches. The ambidextrous
vest has padded HawkTex material on both shoulders and is covered with MOLLE
attachments. Secures to any standard military web belt.

Lightweight Commando Recon Chest Harness | Blackhawk!
Chest rig is designed to be worn over a plate carrier or to hold the front plate and
provide a platform for a wide variety of attachable pouches. Padded cross back
support shoulder straps can be replaced with a carrier back panel. Weighs
only 1.5 lbs.

www.tacticaldefensemedia.com
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plate carriers and chest rigs

Ten-Speed M-4 Chest Rig | Blue Force Gear
Ultralight, ultra-thin chest rig with low profile suspenders is designed to allow user
to wear over armor or under conceal clothing. Provides a low profile platform for
incorporating four, single stack AR mags, plus additional MOLLE loop fields on each
end to incorporate more pouches for mags or medical kits. Contains an 18 x 6 in. main
compartment.

SOC-C Modular Padded Belt System | Blue Force Gear
This MOLLE loop belt and suspenders system secures pouches, drop-leg accessories, and holsters
in any location on the inner belt. May be replaced with any standard 2 in. web belt. Weighs 1.3 lbs.

Fight Light Battle Belt and Harness | Tactical Tailor
This 4-point harness system is constructed of 500D Cordura and contains MOLLE
loops for a variety of pouches. Padding features slots that allow leg rigs or holsters to
attach directly to the inner belt instead of hanging from the webbing. Belt can be used
with or without harness.

NEW TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT - PROTECTION
BATLSKIN Modular Head Protection System | Revision Military
Revision Military developed the Modular Head Protection System in an effort to decrease head
and facial injuries. The system includes the BATLSKIN Multipurpose Front Mount, ThreePosition Visor and High-Threat Mandible Guard. The universal mount is the cornerstone of the
Head Protection System and provides greater stability for mounted NVGs than any existing
single point mounts. The visor is an optically correct face shield which allows maximum fieldof-view, and the low-profile Mandible Guard provides additional protection down to the lower
jaw. Both can be attached or removed on the run.
The US military has identified that up to 30% of all casualties included facial and neck injuries.
Revision had previously encountered a similar challenge when they were approaching the design of their protective eyewear.
“16% of all casualties previously involved injuries to one or both eyes. Our ballistic eyewear lowered that amount to 3% in
the same type of cases,” says Revision Military’s Senior Vice President of Sales, Dan Packard. “Revision scrubbed all of the
existing US and NATO injury data to look for a way to decrease these injuries.” They needed to address what Packard calls
the “three Bs” of injuries: ballistic trauma (caused by flying fragments or debris), blast trauma (caused by overpressure and
concussive effects of explosions like IEDs), and blunt force trauma (as the warfighter impacts a vehicle’s steering wheel or
other objects when they are thrown around as a result of an accident or blast).
After extensive research and testing, Revision developed a design that maximized protection against a variety of threats
without being overly cumbersome. The addition of the visor and mandible guard to the standard ACH helmet diffuses
blast effects, enhances ballistic fragmentation protection and protects against blunt force trauma. “Bottom line, our system
significantly helps prevent head and facial injuries.” Revision believes that it might be part of a vehicle platoon’s typical TOE
in the future. Given the extended exposure faced by most turret gunners, BATLSKIN increases their survivability significantly.
The mandible guard and visor can be attached and removed quickly- this allows a warfighter manning a vehicle checkpoint to
quickly attach the system as he approaches a vehicle, conduct an initial assessment, and then can remove the system just as
easily if he determines that the situation is safe.
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POUCHES

Pouches are the DNA that holds the warfighter together. While the pack serves as
a carryall for the larger items of any given mission, and the plates and carrier provide
protection to the wearer, the pouches are key to insuring that critical items are always
within reach. Whether training in the shoothouse or in the field, the warfighter needs to
select and test his gear to ensure that this is the best mix of equipment for the job. Then,
constant repetition makes the warrior more effective, whether it is changing magazines or
providing critical self or buddy aid.
Because manufacturers produce gear components as a system of interlocking parts, we
focus on the brand’s approach to admin / utility / first aid, dump pouches and magazine
pouches, and the Guide highlights a variety of materials and attributes between weight
and structural stiffness. All gear fits standard MOLLE loops, while most use proprietary
fasteners to facilitate attachment. When reviewing products, plan how the gear will fit
together- is there enough space and MOLLE loops on the vest or belt for a taller or wider
pouch? Identify mission needs for light weight, sturdy material, strength of material, and
fire resistance.
Omega Elite Gear and the STRIKE Modular Assault System | Blackhawk!
Blackhawk! produces a variety of gear based on their Omega tactical platforms - vests, drop leg holsters, and drop leg
pouches - updated with the STRIKE Modular Assault System of attachable pouches. Designed to compliment their Omega
products, the STRIKE equipment is a result of collaborating with ground and aviation units to create products that can
incorporate their existing mission-specific gear. Products are 1000D nylon and are designed to be more rugged and sturdy to
facilitate the ease of access to equipment or drawing magazines.
The STRIKE system uses “Speed Clips” which are carbon-fiber polymer strips designed to weave between the webbing on
the pouch and platform, and then hook on the outer edge of top and bottom rows of webbing.
A. STRIKE Medium Utility Pouch

A

This pouch comes in a standard MOLLE or Speed Clip version and is 7”L x 4”W x 2”H.
The adjustable cover has both snaps and Velcro closures allowing for different content
sizes. The cover also contains a 2” x 6” Velcro patch. The bottom of the pouch has a
drainage grommet.
B. Omega Elite Dump Pouch | 1.25 lbs
Designed to dump empty mags, this versatile pouch is a large capacity, drop leg
container. The pouch attaches high to the belt or lower on the leg, with the option to
use one or two leg straps. A Velcro opening in the top allows mags to be inserted when
the pouch is zipped closed. Big enough for storing larger items like knee pads when
not in use. Bottom has a drainage grommet.

B
C. Coupled Single, Double, Triple Magazine Pouches

C
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These STRIKE Speed Clip pouches are designed to accommodate two AR 30 round
mags mounted in each pocket. The pouches are rigid and retain shape to facilitate
putting the mags back in. Pouches are 9 in. high and between 4 and 9 in. wide, and
they have both snaps and Velcro closures. All have drainage holes in the bottom. For
reference, the double pouch weighs 0.5 lbs.
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Helium Whisper Ten-Speed System | Blue Force Gear
Blue Force Gear combines their Ten-Speed line of products with the Helium Whisper Attachment System. The products
themselves are made of lighter weight 500D nylon material that lay relatively flat when magazines are removed. This gear is
designed for a specific group of users that rely on ultralight equipment where every ounce matters. The material is elastic
which allows a variety of mags to be used with the pouches.
The products also use the Helium Whisper material where the weaving attachment straps are actually part of the back of the
individual products, and the material is flexible to fit through thinner MOLLE loops. Finally, the straps use tucked under Velcro
material to secure the ends after being woven through the webbing.

A. Helium Whisper Admin Pouch | .28 lbs
This large zippered admin pouch contains a mesh pocket and three elastic sections
for holding items like tools or mags. The front contains a large Velcro patch and
two single MOLLE columns. Designed to fit the 5” x 8” Rite in The Rain Leader’s
Notebook.
B. Helium Whisper Boo Boo Kit Pouch | .08 lbs

A

The pouch measures 4”L x 4”W x 1”H and is a little larger than 2 x 2 MOLLE rows- it
is designed to hold small items like a phone or extra bandage, but can accommodate
different items as the pouch is flexible in its shape.
C. Helium Whisper Ten-Speed Ultralight Dump Pouch | .13 lbs
This stowable pouch is even smaller than the Boo Boo Kit pouch and also requires
only a 2 x 2 MOLLE field to mount on a belt or platform. The open top has a cinch
strap and can be closed one handed. Can hold empty mags or a variety of other gear.

B

D. H
 elium Whisper Ten-Speed Single,
Double, Triple Mag Pouches | .07 - .17 lbs
These minimalist elastic pouches eliminate the need for securing straps or covers, and
they are designed to lay flat against the vest when not being used. Primarily intended
for fast moving or shorter duration missions.

C

D
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Fight Light System | Tactical Tailor
Tactical Tailor presents the Fight Light line of 500D tactical gear. While the gear is made of a lighter material, it still maintains
its structure to facilitate replacing magazines in pouches on the run. Pouches are additionally lined with Fire Resistant material
for safety.
Tactical Tailor uses a proprietary fastener called the Malice Clip (Mod. ALICE) which is a heavy duty, flexible plastic clip that
requires a flat tipped object like a knife / screwdriver to disengage (eliminates the possibility of the pouch coming off the
platform).

A. Enhanced Admin Pouch

A

The Enhanced Admin Pouch measures 8”L x 5”W x 2”H and contains multiple
pockets including a fold-out, clear plastic map sleeve. Different sized elastic loops
are designed to hold pens, markers, tourniquets, pistol mags and other items. The
pouch has an adjustable cord that allows it to open completely as a semi-rigid surface
to work on if attached to a chest rig. The front is covered in MOLLE loops with a soft
Velcro surface for attaching either additional gear or ID patches. Fits the 5” x 8” Rite in
The Rain Leader’s Notebook.
B. Roll-Up Dump Bag

B

Smaller than the Admin Pouch when rolled up, this stowable dump pouch provides
quick access to store empty mags or similar items without taking up space. A slip
lock cinch system and elastic keep the top of the pouch secure. Measures 10.5”L x
7”W x 3.5”H when open.
C. Grenade Pouch

C

The pouch is designed to hold one M-67 frag grenade. It attaches with two small
Malice Clips and securely closes with a Fastex buckle. The inside of the pouch has
webbing loops for the grenade spoon to help keep it in place and prevent shifting or
rotating. Measures 3.5”L x 2.5”W x 2.5”H.
D. Double AR Mag Pouch
This standard AR Double Mag Pouch holds two 30 round magazines. The simple,
lightweight design features a Velcro flap, dual elastic shotgun shell loops and bungee
tension system for added security. The pouch also comes with an open top and
without shotgun shell loops.

D

E. Magna Mag Double Pistol Mag Pouch

E

This pouch holds pistol magazines securely with the flaps open or closed because of
a strong magnet sewn into the front of each section of the pouch. The Magna Mag
pouch also features Velcro flaps that can be stored out of the way when open. Fits
Beretta, Glock and Sig mags comfortably.
F. Magna Mag Double, Triple Mag Pouches
This double or triple AR mag pouch combines an AR Mag Panel and the Magna Mag
Pistol Mag Pouch, where multiple AR mags are held securely in open top pouches by
tough bungee retention cords, and pistol mags are held in their pockets on the front of
the panel by magnets. The pistol mag pockets also have stowable Velcro flaps.

F
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PV Tactical Pouch System

| TYR Tactical

TYR Tactical has developed a revolutionary new product line using a hybrid material they created called PV or “Pluma Vires”.
By manufactured design, the entire line of pouches and vests weigh at least 20 percent less than comparable products,
according to TYR Tactical. PV material also offers 7- 10 times the abrasion strength of standard Mil-Spec Cordura nylon,
allowing for reduced weight and improved fabric performance. Pouches use standard MOLLE webbing attachment straps
with additional tabs to tuck under the webbing once threaded.
A. Small General Purpose Pouch
This simple, sturdy pouch measures 5”L x 5”W x 2.5”H and has a top zipper
closure. It attaches to a 4 high x 3 wide MOLLE field.

B. Velcro Cutaway Micro SOF IFAK | .31 lbs

A

This cutaway special operations first aid kit is unique in that it is a removable kit
within the pouch. The pouch opens up completely to allow access to an internal
platform that allows the operator pull the internal platform from the pouch and
attach the kit to the front of a plate carrier. The operator then has immediate access
to the contents without having to remove the retaining pouch from another location
on the body. The internal platform is attached to a flex cord to prevent dropping or
misplacement.

B

C. 5.56 Happy Mag with Kydex Insert | .17 lbs
This open top mag pouch contains a Kydex insert which acts as a clamp to prevent
the mag from falling out during a mission. At the same time, it allows the operator
quick access for fast mag exchange.

C

All Hazards Ammo Mule | 5.11 Tactical
This large pouch was specifically designed in conjunction with the Multiple-Assault
Counter Terrorism Action Capability (MACTAC) program. The main compartment
of the 5.11 Tactical All Hazards Prime pack is designed to fit two stacked Ammo
Mules for the purpose of quick delivery of AR magazines. The Ammo Mule holds
10 standing AR magazines and is made of water resistant 600D nylon. It measures
10.12”L x 3.88”W x 8”H” (314cu in), and a standard magazine without additional
“mag pull” attachments fits a 3”L x 1”W x 8”H (so, 10 magazines).

Enhanced Tactical Rope Bag 200 ft | Blackhawk!
This 1000D nylon lightweight bag holds 200 feet of rope for rappelling or rescue
missions. It is designed to be worn attached to the belt and leg and is made with
a quick release buckle and leg straps for easy attachment and removal. The bag
measures 22”L x 5.5”W x 10”H and has a drawstring closure at the top and drainage
grommets on the bottom. Contains an additional large outside pocket for carabiners
and other equipment.
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The

Material

By Joe Talley

Difference

Tactical gear is most often produced in 500, 1000, or
1050 denier nylon materials for different uses and customers.
‘Denier’ represents the amount of strands of nylon, and 1000D
represents 11 oz. of fabric per sq. yd. while 500D represents 5.5
oz. of fabric per sq. yd. Many consider 1000D to be the best mix
of qualities- while 1050D is considered heavier, “ballistic nylon”
whereas the 1000D is a tighter weave of nylon strands. 500D
nylon is also a tighter weave, and thinner material- it weighs half
as much as 1000D, but it retains 80% of the strength.

but when the rubber coating dries and cracks, the crack runs
down the cloth and creates a seam rip.
“If you look inside a bag made of 1000D and it has a slight
sheen to the material, that’s the good stuff. A thick, rubbery
polyurethane coat usually indicated an offshore-made imitation
of Cordura,” said Cragg. When in doubt, stick to name brand
quality and “Made In The USA” labels for long lasting, durable
gear.
contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com

Jim Cragg, CEO of Special Operations Technologies, helps
explain why certain units favor one gear fabric over another:
“One special operations unit must rely on having the lightest
gear possible- because they have the funding to buy new gear
after a 90-day deployment, they tend to focus on gear made of
500D nylon or even lighter material.” Law enforcement often
has just the opposite requirements. “Their vests or packs
need to last for the next 5-8 years while they are on their team,
so those operators will tend to buy gear in 1000D nylon, or
even 1050D in some cases where they need harder materials.
Similarly, the Marine Corps often faces limited budgets, so they
often accept buying heavier gear knowing that it will have to last
the unit for several years,” said Cragg. The difference, however,
is that law enforcement units usually don’t need to worry about
weight concerns on long road marches or multiday missions
that the Marines encounter every day.
Knowing the difference in material is only half the battle.
When it comes to 1000D nylon, different makers produce
different versions of the same weight material. Invista Cordura
is a name brand known for its constant quality of 1000D nylonevery batch adheres to certain specifications. Companies
like SOTECH are required to produce products to military
specifications, and they buy pre-certified materials that meet
these higher standards.
Sometimes, companies will purchase nylon produced
overseas that will be of inferior quality. Often, this 1000D nylon
might have the requisite strands, but the weave may be weaker
or of a lower quality. All nylon receives a protective urethane
coating to make the cloth water resistant- cheaper nylon tends
to receive a thicker coat of the urethane in order to hide flaws or
a cheaper weave. This might make the material look stronger,
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PACKS AND
HYDRATION
Aside from weapons and body armor, a warfighter’s pack is the most important tool which
can ultimately decide a mission’s success or failure. Given different responsibilities and the
wide variety of missions in terms of transporting gear and equipment, the Warfighters Gear
Guide team began by analyzing typical load requirements and how general issued gear
compared to other packs in carrying that load.
To establish a common point of reference, the team took a typical one-foot-cube box
(1,728 cu in.) and filled it with common gear: two MREs, one IV set containing two 1L bags
and IV tubing, one standard set of a field top and pants, one t-shirt, two pairs of socks, one
pair of running shoes, two 30 rd. magazines, and a pocket knife. One cubic foot of water,
or 28L, weighs 63 lbs- our box weighed half that amount. Also for reference, a full 3L
hydration bladder weights almost 7 lbs and has a volume of about 183 cu in.
Next we looked at two well known issue packs- the Army’s MOLLE II Assault Pack holds
approximately 2,000 cu in., weighs about 4 lbs, and can carry a 60 lb. load. At the same
time, the Large Rucksack holds 4,000 cu in., weighs 8 lbs, and can carry a 120 lb. load.
Upon testing the packs here, those listed with at least a one-foot-cube volume were all able
to carry our test load and then some. In every case, each pack also performed as well,
or significantly better than the Army issue pack- whether in volume, pack weight, carried
weight dispersion, or comfortability. On a side note, the MOLLE issue pack does contain
additional webbing and is designed to be used in airborne operations, which is more often
not a regular requirement for most warfighters in Afghanistan today.

PACKS
Expedition Mission Pack | 3410 & 5071 cu in. / 4.8 lbs | SO Tech
SO Tech’s Expedition Mission Pack is similar to the Army rucksack but more
streamlined / designed to minimize bulkiness. Covered in MOLLE attachments,
the pack has only front pockets to eliminate a wider profile. Constructed of 1000D
Cordura, the bottom compartment extends to the overall volume of 5,071 cu. in. A
mesh front allows for storing wet clothes or a light sleeping bag. The inside main
compartment contains two large mesh pockets covering the full inside height of the
pack. A three-inch wide strip of Velcro on the inside of the pack can be used to secure
removable pockets. An additional pocket contains a full, hard plastic back support
sheet and can fit a separate 3L hydration bladder. The pack comes with contoured,
padded shoulder straps and padded back. It also has attachment points for a separate
hip belt.
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BFM | 3112 cu in. / 5.5 lb | CamelBak
The BFM is a larger version of CamelBak’s Motherlode pack. The 500D Cordura
nylon pack is similar to the Army’s issue rucksack but is still nimble enough to serve
as an assault pack, including a 3L Omega hydration system. It is actually designed
to carry an extra 3L reservoir and can be easily switched to the second when the first
is empty. The pack has a cross pattern of retention straps and buckles inside its one
main compartment. The inside flap consists of two stacked mesh pockets covering
the whole height of the pack. The pack front has a large outside admin compartment
containing multiple sleeves, 2 AR mag pockets, large mesh pocket, and four side
pockets. Compression straps tighten down the contents of this clamshell pack.
Comes with a built-in, padded hip belt.
Rhino Backpack | 2513 cu in. / 5.28 lbs | TSSI
This 500D nylon pack consists of one main compartment which contains several
mesh pockets and is lined with Velcro to attach additional pouches. Separate
zippered bottom access panel provides separate entry into the main compartment.
The pack also has an hydration pocket and tube port for adding a reservoir.
Additional open top mesh pouches allow for easy access to outside gear. The Rhino
has adjustable shoulder straps and a padded adjustable kidney and waist strap. Haul
handle on top.
Rush 24 | 2275 cu in. / 4.18 lb | 5.11 Tactical
This one main compartment pack was specifically designed for the requirements
of an extensive 24-hr mission. The main compartment and inside flap have two large
nylon pockets and three large mesh pockets. Outside the flap, there is an additional
large compartment and 2 smaller pockets on the front of the pack. There are two
full-length, low profile, side pockets on the sides and the pack is covered with MOLLE
attachments. The Rush has a unique shoulder yoke system which more effectively
distributes weight across the entire shoulders. Made of water repellent 1050D nylon,
the pack has a 3L hydration system pocket and attachments for a hip belt.
Tri Zip | 2075 cu in. / 4.5 lb | CamelBak
With one main compartment, the tri-zip allows quick access to all areas of the pack,
and this design is a favorite among medics. Given the adjustable Futura Harness full
internal frame structure, the pack is also designed to carry a lot of weight for its size.
Interior contains 1 large drawstring pouch and two medium mesh pockets. Made
of 500D Cordura nylon, this pack is streamlined, with two low-profile side pockets
and a top pocket. The pack includes including a 3L Omega hydration system and is
covered with MOLLE attachments.
Modular Operator Pack | 2034 cu in. / 3.0 lb | Tactical Tailor
This pack is comparable to other clamshell three day packs, with a large main
compartment, and large admin pocket on the back flap. The inside of the main
compartment has a blaze orange liner for expedient signaling. The pack also
contains a large hydration pocket for a 3L hydration system and a padded back and
contoured padded shoulder straps for comfort. The pack is covered with MOLLE
attachments and upper and lower side compression straps. It is constructed of
1000D nylon and has an adjustable sternum strap and removable waist belt.
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Ultralight 3 Day Assault Pack | 2013 cu in. / 2.7 lb | Blackhawk!
Made of high-tenacity 210/330D nylon, this pack is half the weight of Blackhawk’s
main assault pack. This frameless pack has two main compartments and
accomplishes the same tasks as the Army issue assault pack at greatly decreased
weight. The thinner main compartment can hold most typical laptops. An integrated
hydration system pocket can hold 3L systems, and the pack comes with a removable
padded hip belt.

Linchpin | 1984 cu in. / 3.3 lb | CamelBak
The Linchpin is similar in design to the All Hazards Prime in that it has two primary
storage compartments with an open storage area for bulky items like a helmet or radio
in between the two compartments. Based on CamelBak’s HAWG design, there is one
main compartment and the separate back pocket, with the addition of side pockets.
The pack is constructed of 500D Cordura nylon and also uses the Futura Harness,
which has a fully adjustable height and an internal frame that runs down the entire
length of the pack. This allows the wearer to carry considerably more weight for a
pack of its size. The side pockets are designed to carry 3-5 mags each and it comes
with the Omega 3L hydration system in its own separate pocket.
All Hazards Prime | 1968 cu in. / 4.29 lb | 5.11 Tactical
This 1050D nylon pack is specifically designed for a sustained, kinetic gunfight as
the main compartment is designed to hold two 5.11 Tactical 10-magazine Ammo
Mules, allowing warfighters to quickly transfer a zipped pack of 300 rounds between
each other. It also contains a hydration compartment and a padded laptop sleeve.
Two separate full length pockets cover the inside flap, a large pocket forms the
back of an outer storage area to store a helmet, cold weather gear, or other bulky
items. Two compression straps secure these items inside the open, outer pocket.
An additional compartment opens the length of the pack exposing a full MOLLE
attachment layout to customize for use as a medical backpack, and that inside flap
has four rows of Velcro with two removable mesh medical pouches with built-in card
label windows. Each interior contains a blaze orange liner. The pack has a yoke and
shoulder pad system which effectively distributes weight across the shoulders and
has attachments for a hip belt.

Merlin Roll Up Backpack | 210 & 1678 cu in. / 1.38 lbs | TSSI
This specialty pack consists of one main compartment with an elastic cinch closure
and an outside pocket. It is made of ultra lightweight ripstop nylon and is designed
to be easily rolled up and stowed away when empty. While it has minimal shoulder
straps and an adjustable waist strap, it rolls up to the size of a standard hydration
bladder. The pack also has an hydration pocket and tube port for adding a reservoir.
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HAWG

| 1220 cu in. / 2.1 lb | CamelBak

This hydration pack was built for a single day recon mission- it has enough space for
extra ammo or other mission essentials in its main compartment and additional back
pocket. The admin back pocket has multiple retention sleeves for at least 2 mags.
The pack has a small enough stack height so you can wear it in a vehicle without
having to remove it. It is slim enough so it doesn’t snag on doors during breaching
or other similar activities. The HAWG is constructed with 500D Cordura nylon and
comes with 3L Omega hydration system.
Removable Operator Pack | 1178 cu in. / 1.9 lb | Tactical Tailor
Designed as a ‘Quick Attach Assault Pack’ to attach directly to body armor or
larger packs, this pack has stowable padded shoulder straps allowing it to be used
comfortably as a small day pack. The pack features one main compartment and a
side entry front pocket on its back flap. The pack also has a separate pocket for a 3L
hydration system. Constructed with 1000D nylon, the pack is covered with MOLLE
attachments and a simple external bungee system for extra gear. The interior also
contains a blaze orange panel for signaling.
MOAB 10 | 1095 cu in. / 2.65 lb | 5.11 Tactical
This is an ambidextrous sling-style bag set up so the operator doesn’t have to take a
completely full assault pack on a shorter mission. The pack can be quickly detached
from any other MOLLE-based pack and worn on its own over the shoulder. The
pack has one main compartment containing one full-length zip pocket, and then
four separate nylon mesh pockets. It also has a medium nylon cinch pocket for wet
gear. The outer main admin pocket has multiple inner zip pockets and sleeves. The
rigid-plastic frame pack even has an outer pocket for a 1.5L hydration system and it is
constructed of 1050D nylon.
Extended Go Bag | 897 cu in. / 2.0 lbs | SO Tech
This pack is uniquely designed as a Go Bag for vehicle or aircraft crews, or as a low
profile, concealed carry bag. Designed to fit in tight spaces in a helicopter or Humvee,
the cylindrical design minimizes the chance for snags when removing the pack from
the vehicle. It is also designed to fit a rolled up little system, and with a length of 22
inches, can conceal upper and lower components of a weapon system (which can
be individually stored in the separate “Go Bag Insert” foam divider.) Two nine-inchhigh outer pockets provide additional storage while maintaining the low profile design.
MOLLE covers the outside of the pack and on the single shoulder strap.
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TYR Assaulter Pack | 842 cu in. / 2.0 lb | TYR Tactical
This pack was specifically designed to carry the ANC/PRC-117, and the main
compartment has every possible innovation for this mission- it contains MOLLE
webbing and four adjustable buckle straps to keep the radio locked in place. The
inner sides have both Velcro retention panels for the cables and protected cable /
antenna holes at the top and bottom of each side. Beyond several nylon or nylon
mesh pockets, the inside flap also has a protected panel with the ability to run cable
out the front of the pack without letting in the elements. The pack is completely
covered with MOLLE loops on all sides and can mount directly to the user’s body
armor or can be attached to its separate spacer mesh back panel and used with the removable shoulder straps. It is
made from TYR’s new PV material which is stronger and weighs less than 1000D nylon.
Mission Go Bag | 780 cu in. / 2.5 lbs | SO Tech
This Go Bag is an official issue item to all SOCOM forces and was designed to meet
a variety of missions including explosive breacher, EOD Tech, sniper bag, tool bag,
tactical laptop bag, and a medic bag. The pack converts to a waist pack, shoulder
/ satchel bag, or vest- / pack-mounted bag. The main compartment has four large
pouches with draw-cords (designed to accommodate 500 mL IV bags), a flat panel
pouch, and a One-Wrap tape dispenser. The bag comes in 500D and 1000D
versions.

M-9 Assault Medical Pack | 780 cu in. / 3.0 lbs | TSSI
This pack was designed as a thin profile medical pack for use in a vehicle or aircraft
and consists of one main compartment that opens like a clamshell with a separate
bottom pocket for IV bags. The main contains 4 removable zippered mesh pockets
and the pack flap contains two small mesh pockets and outside large mesh pocket.
The pack has both carry handles and shoulder / waist straps. It also has two
removable straps that can attach to body armor with fastex buckles.

Deployment Bag | 6000 cu in. / 10 lb | Force Protector
The 1000D Cordura Bag is a coffin style duffle designed for commercial air travel. It
features many interior pockets and a soft frame system to give the bag body. The
bottom of the bag is covered in ballistic nylon and its wheels are housed inside a
stainless steel covering. The bags are specifically issued to replace the USMC seabag
for overseas deployments, but they can also be purchased through distributors.

Mossad Tactical Duffle Bag | 6120 cu in. / 2 lb | Rothco
This simple duffle bag is made from heavyweight canvas with a thick, waterproof
bottom along the length of the bag. About the same size of the standard duffle bag
issued for years, this bag has a heavy duty zipper down the length of the bag allowing
it to open completely, There are 4 large zipper pockets and a Velcro pocket on the
outside. The bag measures 34” x 15” x 12” and has separate carry handles and
adjustable shoulder straps.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT - PACK
Endura Backpack | Aegis Defense
Every conflict creates opportunites
for new technologies to be applied
to the design and use of certain
products in combat operations. Top
pack manufacturers work tirelessly
to create lighter, more durable, more
useful products as better materials
become available. At the same time,
Aegis Defense and its partner company
Zentreks have redesigned the backpack
concept from the ground up- to
include power!
With a total volume of 3,421 cu in., the Endura backpack is larger than most packs highlighted in the Gear Guide,
and weighs about 5.9 lbs - 2 lbs more than the closest pack - but for good reason. The pack takes mobile
communications and computing to a new level. Given its integrated power system and solar panels, this pack
provides portable power generation for tactical mobile devices like cell phones and small computers.
“The fabric material itself has been infused with polycarbonate ceramic armor (HDM) to resist punctures, cuts and
abrasion,” said Dennis Ho, a representative from Aegis. “The pack isn’t bulletproof, but it holds up under fire.” The
solar panels are designed with separated solar cells to allow them to generate power even when damaged. “Each
panel was punctured with five 9mm holes and they continued to work.” The panels are 10 in. by 6 in. each and can
be removed from the pack – the second panel comes with a recharging station for AA / AAA batteries.
The power system includes a controller containing a lithium ion battery that supplies power through standard USB
device ports. The system battery holds enough power to operate a typical cell phone for about 76 hours, with
a typical tablet lasting approximately half that, or 38 hours. The controller also powers the proprietary TEAMtalk
communication system connected through a standard military radio connector that is built into the controller.
The pack contains a 3L hydration bladder in a pocket within the main compartment. The Endura also provides
additional storage in two more outer compartments and a removable outer compartment housing the second solar
panel. Both special operations and U.S. government organizations are now purchasing the Endura backpack.

HYDRATION
Hydration is essential during sustained combat operations. Typical exercise requires about
25-30 oz of water per hour; a typical 3L hydration system may support a 4-5 hour mission.
Here is a selection of hydration-specific systems:
STRIKE Predator Hydration | 750 cu in. / 2.85 lb | Blackhawk!
The Predator has two pockets, the main compartment and front pocket. While it
comes with one 3L hydration system, it is designed with an additional compartment
for a second reservoir.
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Ambush | 373 cu in. / 1.3 lb | CamelBak
This is a low profile hydration pack with a small cargo space for minimum storage
such as additional magazines, night vision, or other sensitive items. External access
to the reservoir cap of the 3L Omega hydration system is covered by a protective flap
which serves as one pocket; there is a second main pocket below the reservoir flap.
A MOLLE buckle secures the top of the lower pocket if used to hold objects larger
than the pocket itself. Padded shoulder straps can be stowed away when the pack is
attached directly to the user’s body armor or vest.
Thermobak AB | None / 1.5 lb | CamelBak
This is the lowest profile, smallest, hydration-only pack from CamelBak. The pack has
quick, external access to the reservoir cap, covered by a protective flap. Has built
in compression webbing in order to compress down the reservoir to the body armor.
Additionally, the compression facilitates additional pressure on the bladder which keep
the weight tight against the body armor and builds up pressure in the reservoir to
clean nozzles or even flush wounds out if necessary. Buckles stow under the surface
of the pack in order to eliminate snags.
The DAAS – direct armor attachment system – also acts as a rapid release system- if
the user falls in the water while the pack is attached to their body armor, they can get out of it quickly without having to
worry about extra straps over their shoulder or across their chest. The shoulder straps can be used to wear during PT,
around the barracks, or on details.

To showcase your products and services, please contact:
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KNIVES AND TOOLS
This section provides a selection of both fixed and folding blades and different tools
suiting various combat missions. With a greater focus on lighter carry weights and greater
specialty tools, warriors now have more options when it comes to executing expedient
adjustments that might have previously sidelined a weapon system.

KNIVES
Rapid Response 3.0 Folding Knife | Coast
Smooth Assist roller cam helps open blade quickly when opening one-handed.
This knife has a high carbon stainless steel, 3 in. blade with an overall 7 in.
length. The Max-Lock system locks the blade closed or open. The knife has an
ambidextrous thumb stud and pocket clip, serrated edge.
CQC-15 Folding Knife | Emerson Knives
Issued to many military units, this knife is a combination of the armor piercing
point of the CQC-7 model with the popular Commander’s recurved blade and
serrated edge. The 3.9 in. blade is designed to cut, slice and pierce, and has
a well weighted ergonomic handle. The knife can be opened one-handed by
using the blade catch on the side of a pocket when drawing the knife (a feature
required on all Emerson mil issue knives).
ESEE – 5 Fixed Blade Knife | ESEE Survival Knives
This fixed blade is issued to a number of military units and is unbreakable. The
knife has .25 in. thick steel, full tang, 5.25 in. blade. It also has a glass breaking
pommel and a divot in the handle to act as a friction fire spindle (bow drill)
socket. The number one choice in a survival situation.
Tanto Serrated Combat Fixed Blade Knife | Gerber Knives
This is a well-balanced, lighter weight combat fixed blade, carbon steel tanto
built for cutting, prying, slicing and scraping. The lower portion of the 4.25 in.
blade is serrated on this full tang knife. The handle has a rubberized grip and
blunt metal pommel. The knife comes with a MOLLE-compatible, molded
plastic sheath.

TOOLS
LED Pro Pocket Pliers

| Coast

This stainless steel multi-tool has a number of critical tools and 2 built-in LED lights to
illuminate work areas or other tight spaces where light is needed. The tool includes a
spring-loaded pliers head for easy one-handed operation, full-sized knife blade with
partial serration, scissors, cap lifter, small and medium slotted screwdriver tips, and a
Phillips screwdriver tip. Uses two CR1616 batteries.
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Multi-Plier 600ST (Sight Tool) | Gerber Knives
The MP600ST is based on one-handed opening technology and has needle nose
pliers, carbide wire cutters a long reach Phillips driver, a combined serrated and fine
edge blade, a carbon scraper for weapons maintenance and a newly designed,
super-durable front sight adjustment tool. The MP600ST is Gerber’s new standard in
Military issue multi-pliers.

MUT (Military Utility Tool) | Leatherman Tools
The MUT features multiple areas on the tool threaded for cleaning rods and brushes
and all the screwdriver bits are sized for standard military and civilian sighting
adjustment work. Also built into the design of the tool is the flexibility to replace the
most commonly used parts on the tool. The tool includes 2 pliers, 3 wire cutters, saw,
crimper, combo knife blade, multiple wrenches, a scope adjustment wrench and a
MOLLE sheath.

AR Cleaning System | Otis Technology
This lightweight cleaning kit provides the warfighter with superior products to clear
their rifle quickly and effectively in the field without having to disassemble the weapon.
It is designed to clean and maintain all 5.56MM rifles and includes precision cleaning
tools including the Otis B.O.N.E. Tool (Bolt Operational Necessary Equipment).
The BONE cleans the bolt carrier assembly effectively and included Mongoose
G2 brushes and Collapsible T-Handle are used to facilitate cleaning the weapon
completely.

PEHRC Personal Recovery Device | PEHRC
The PEHRC stands for “Personal Emergency Horizontal Rescue Compact” and is a
compact rescue / retrieval device the size of a flat softball. The 5”x6” MOLLE pouch
holds 35 feet of 1” nylon tubular webbing attached to a carabiner in a throw bag- it is
designed to attach to the wearer’s vest or pack or can be worn around the thrower’s
wrist. The bag containing the carabiner is then thrown to another wounded soldier to
be pulled to safety while the thrower can remain behind cover. The pouch is made of
1000D Cordura and fits in a typical cargo pocket.
While the wounded person must be able to attach the carabiner to their body armor, in a separate water rescue
situation, the device may also be used to tether a rescuer before they enter the water to help another person.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT - TOOL
Chameleon Chemical Detection System | Morphix Technology
Chameleon is a hands-free chemical detection device for gases and vapors in air.
Worn as an arm band, the Chameleon uses small, interchangeable cassette testers
to detect specific chemical threats or classes of chemicals. Because the detection
process operates by diffusion, it requires no power source or liquid sample.
When a warfighter wearing the Chameleon encounters the chemical targeted by
the specific cassette, the chemical sensor in the cassette shows an easy-to-see
color change (half the sensor window changes color). The color change response
time varies with chemical concentration.
The Chameleon is designed for use in a wide variety of operating environments
including desert heat, arctic cold, and tropical conditions, and the armband holds
up to 10 chemical cassettes to detect 10 different chemicals or families of chemicals at once. The armband is also
reusable, but each cassette is disposable. Since each disposable cassette detects a different toxic gas, the user can
configure the armband for specific mission needs on a daily basis. Cassettes are available for: acids, bases, chlorine/
fluorine, cyanogen chloride, diborane, hydrazine, hydrogen fluoride, hydrogen sulfide, iodine, phosgene, phosphine
and sulfur dioxide. The Chameleon comes in 3 different preconfigured kits: Hazmat, Clan-Meth and Chemical Suicide.

MT_Mil_7.375x5.25.qxp
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The Chameleon®
Chemical detection has
never been easier.

simple. intuitive. lightweight. effective.
Morphix Technologies offers military, law enforcement and emergency responders a
line of colorimetric chemical detection products that are easy to use, lightweight and
inexpensive. These sensors save lives and allow for quick response in dangerous
situations.

Morphix Technologies
1-800-808-2234
www.morphtec.com
www.tacticaldefensemedia.com
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establishing
New Light Standards
By Joe Talley

Warriors have carried flashlights into battle for 100 years,
but incredibly, standards regarding light performance were only
recently set in 2009. Recent advancements in LED and other
technologies have increased interest in portable light capability
(including an increased focus on military combat lights). Prior
to that time, manufacturers used various descriptions such as
wattage, candlepower and lumens to describe portable light
output and battery life which made it difficult for consumers to
compare manufacturers’ products.
Fourteen leading manufacturers, including Coast Products,
Energizer, Petzl, Streamlight and Surefire came together to
establish a set of ANSI-approved standards that could help
regulate the industry. Kevin Corcoran from Coast Products
explained the challenge: “As newer technologies developed,
we started to notice discrepancies in the way that different
manufacturers reported light performance.”
These discrepancies came up in a number of areas including
brightness, battery run time, durability and waterproofness.
“In order to level the playing field in terms of making sure
that consumers could compare different lights on the market,
leading companies got together to establish a clear set of
safety and performance standards,” said Mr. Corcoran. This
collaboration resulted in producing the ANSI “FL 1” standard
of specifications used to test portable lighting products under
controlled laboratory conditions.
“For example”, says Corcoran, ”Light Output is measured in
lumens and this is the total amount of light coming out of the
flashlight as measured inside an integrating sphere- a device
that captures and measures the light produced by the flashlight.”
Historically, “candlepower” had indicated the light given off by a
certain object, such as a specific bulb, but the properties of the
flashlight housing itself greatly affect the ability for the flashlight
to project the actual light produced. “In this case, engineering
becomes the most important factor in determining light output
as measured in lumens,” noted Corcoran.
Manufacturers also developed a set of labeling icons to
standardize packaging and marketing materials. With the
adoption of these new standards, warfighters are now able to
more easily compare different flashlights to best determine their
needs.

Labeling Icons
Light output – Total light output measured in
lumens. This has become the most commonly
used unit of measure for total light output from
flashlights. Wattage is a measurement of power
consumption- with today’s super efficient LED
technology, wattage ratings are irrelevant.
Beam distance – The distance, measured
in meters, at which the light projects a useful
amount of light, measured at 0.25 lux. (0.25 lux
is approx. the light from a full moon “on a clear
night in an open field.”)
Run time – Tested with fresh batteries from 30
seconds after the light is turned on until the light
output reaches 10% of the initial measurement.
Peak beam intensity – The brightest point in
the beam measured in candela. Candela is
the modern unit of measure for light intensity
replacing the now-obsolete unit known as
candlepower.
Impact resistance – The height, measured in
meters, from which the light can be dropped
onto cured concrete and still work properly
without breaks or cracks.
Water resistance – This icon means the
sample is tested against splashing water from
all angles, after impact resistance testing.
Water resistance – Water submersion depth
rating, measured in meters. This icon indicates
at least an IPX7 rating which means the sample
is submerged to a minimum of 1 meter depth
for 30 minutes.
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While ANSI FL-1 flashlight standards provide basic guidelines for comparing different lights,
end user preference ultimately determines the light that meets that serviceman’s needs.
While basic information is provided here, more detailed research by the warfighter may be
needed, and this often happens when he or she has the chance to physically go to retailer
to compare lights, much like trying on a pack for fit.
The Gear Guide focuses mainly on light output and beam distance, where that information
was available. Additional considerations must include the need for different colored lenses
or LEDs, and possibly even more important- a steady supply of that light’s type of battery
on the battlefield.

HELMET / PEN LIGHTS
ATAC PLX Flashlight | 69 lum / 2 AAA batts. | 5.11 Tactical
Made out of aircraft aluminum, this compact LED penlight produces 69 lumens out to
50 m / 150 ft for over 3 hours of runtime.
HL7 Focusing Headlamp | 196 / 3 AAA | Coast
This focusing headlamp has both adjustable focus and light dimming functions.
The spot beam pattern provides focused spot out to over 100 m / 350 feet, while
an outer ring allows the user to see a broader area for added side vision. Run
time of close to 6 hours on high or over 75 hours on the reduced level. Weighs 4
ounces including batteries.
Tango HCT Military Helmet Light | 40 / 1 AA | Energizer
This waterproof light contains two visible LEDs – high intensity white and blue, with
eight separate intensity configurations and integrated IR and IFF with lockout switch.
The light rotates 360° in 18º increments to desired position and locks in place and
includes a helmet mount.

Romeo HCT Tactical Light | 47 / 1 AA Lithium | Energizer
This waterproof, hardcase light has one white LED and comes with red and blue lenses. The
beam reaches 40 meters / 130 feet and the battery lasts for 8 hours.

Tomahawk NV (Night Vision)
120 / 2 3V Li Cells | First Light USA
This light offers a momentary light and three intensity levels of constanton, lockout mode, and integrated 880nm infra-red (IR) beacon. Each
model can be used either handheld or hands-free. Colors include red,
yellow, green and blue. The red-green combo can be used for blood highlighting.
Beam length is about 90-100m / 300 ft and the battery lasts 2.5 – 3 hours.
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Charge MPLS | 55 / 1 AA | Princeton Tec
Using the Maxbright LED with a wide beam pattern, the flexi-neck of this helmet light
allows the adjustment of spot illumination in any direction. A momentary press of the
button illuminates a cluster of three Ultrabright LEDs, available in the choice of red,
blue, green, infrared or R/B/IR and R/G/IR combinations. The Charge has 46 hours of
run time.
Remix Pro MPLS | 70 / 1 CR123 | Princeton Tec
The light provides excellent performance in cold weather- it is light weight, and
compact in size. Although the Remix Pro provides dual light output modes, it will
always turn on in low mode on the Ultrabright LED setting. Uses 1 Maxbright LED, 3
Ultrabright LEDs, and has 40 hours of run time.
LED Cap Light | 10 / 2 3V CR2032 | Rothco
This light is perfect for the rim of the user’s hat. With a range of about 20 m / 35 ft.,
this light will burn for several hours. Runs on two 3V CR2032 batteries.

GUN LIGHTS
ATAC A1 Flashlight | 103 / 1 AA | 5.11 Tactical
This gun light cycles between 103 and 11 lumens, with a strobe of 103. It has a light
range of 99 m / 300 ft and will run for about 50 min.

ATAC A2 Flashlight | 162 / 2 AA | 5.11 Tactical
This gun light cycles between 162 and 15 lumens, with a strobe of 162. It has a light
range of 127 m / 400 ft and will run for 1 hr 45 min.
ATAC L1 Flashlight | 173 / 1 CR123A | 5.11 Tactical
This gun light cycles between 173 and 14 lumens, with a strobe of 173. It has a light
range of 94 m / 300 ft and will run for 2 hr.
ATAC L2 Flashlight | 222 / 2 CR123A | 5.11 Tactical
This gun light cycles between 222 and 10 lumens, with a strobe of 222. It has a light
range of 106 m / 325 ft and will run for 4 hr.
HP7 LED Flashlight | 251 / 4 AA | Coast
This light can be changed from spot to flood with one hand, and with no dark rings
typically associated with focusing flashlights. The spot beam pattern provides a
focused spot with a maximum beam distance of 200 m / 650 ft, while producing an
outer ring of flood light which allows you to see a broader area to the sides. The light
can cycle between a high output setting of 251 lumens or a low output of 58 lumens.
Run time is 5 hr 45 min.
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PX20 Dual Color LED Flashlight | 125 / 3 AAA | Coast
This dual color light combines five white LEDs with one red LED, and each color may
be operated independently. The light has a run time of over 5 hrs and a 53 meter
white light beam distance.

TX40 LED Flashlight | 164 / 3 AAA | Coast
This weapon light may be used with an optional momentary on/off pressure switch
allowing the light to be operated while firing a weapon. It produces a Bulls Eye spot
with a beam distance of 158 meters and an outer ring of flood light which illuminates
a broader area for added side vision. Close to 8 hours of run time. Light weights 5.4
ounces including batteries.

BRAVO HCT Tactical Swivel Light | 70 / 2 AA | Energizer
This light has four visible LEDs – high intensity white, blue, red, and green- and discrete switching
for each color. There is integrated IR and IFF, with a lockout switch. This is a waterproof light with a
130° rotating head.

G2X Tactical LED Light | 200 / 2 123A | Surefire
This shock-resistant LED light has a precision reflector which produced
substantial peripheral light to maintain situational awareness. A lightweight, corrosion-proof
polymer body resists crushing and the elements and is sculpted for a secure grip, even in
wet conditions or while wearing heavy gloves. A great everyday-carry choice because of
its simplicity, compactness, and ruggedness. Run time of 2 hours.
Kroma Tactical LED Light | 50 / 2 123A | Surefire
The Kroma MilSpec is an extremely versatile flashlight that not only provides multiple
output levels, it also delivers multiple beam types and light spectrums: white, blue,
red, yellow-green, and infrared. Its main LED and special optic create a tight, white,
tactical-level beam on high and a useful 3.4 lumens of light on low, enough to load
gear, navigate a trail, etc. Colored secondary LEDs, which help preserve dark-adapted vision and minimize your
light signature, create a wide-angle beam ranging from half a lumen to just over six lumens, depending on the color
selected. Its infrared LEDs provide illumination for missions where night vision devices are involved. 1.5 hours of run
time on high.
M952 Tactical LED Light | 150 / 2 123A | Surefire
This close- to medium-range weapon-mounted light offers both white light (150 lumens)
and bright infrared (120 mW) illumination from the same unit—with no filter necessary.
Its sealed head contains a recoil-proof white and IR LED. The user can quickly switch
between white light and an IR-filtered incandescent light without the possibility of losing
a filter. Fits Picatinny rails that quickly attaches/detaches the light. 1.8 hours of run
time.
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Soldiers and other servicemen are now more often carrying rangefinders, ballistic
calculators and related software, personal GPS tools, special watches, and even helmetmounted cameras on the battlefield. While the Warfighters Gear Guide does not advise
taking unnecessary equipment into battle, guys are going to do it anyway- the Guide
provides a review of some of the more well-known, tested gear.
RX-1000i TBR with DNA Digital Laser Rangefinder | Leupold Optics
This lightweight, handheld, rangefinder is a combat essential- it was specifically
designed to greatly improve long range shooting, and generate accurate distances to
longer range objects. The RX-1000i works best as a combat optic for a designated
marksman or his spotter as it is limited to 1000 yards on reflective targets, but is very
effective and consistent out to over 600 yards on soft targets. The True Ballistic Range
(TBR) technology can be set up to give ballistic compensation in mils so it works
quickly with the adjustments and mil-dot reticles on most DM-geared platforms. The
optics are extremely clear and bright so it can be used as a 6X monocular as well. The
RX-1000i employs an OLED display which allows for 3X greater light transmission capability over competitive LCD
screens, allowing for greater resolution in low light level situations. It weighs 8 ounces and uses CR2 lithium batteries.

10x50 Military Binoculars Laser Rangefinder | Steiner-Burris
The 10x50 Military Binocular Laser Rangefinder (BRF) is a lightweight, military-quality
binocular with 10X magnification that incorporates an extremely accurate rangefinder
out to 1,600 yards. It has a field of view of 350 feet at 1,000 yards. The rangefinder’s
digital display provides an accurate distance value nearly instantaneously. While most
combo binoculars are big, bulky and expensive, with many additional features at higher
prices, this military quality model is the best option in terms of consumer price. Due
to its military-grade quality, it can only be shipped in the US (per ITARS rules). The
binoculars weight just under 3 lbs. and use a 3-volt CR123A battery.

Applied Ballistics Mobile App | Accuracy 1st
Bryan Litz wrote the Applied Ballistics (AB) Mobile app ballistics solution program as a tool to
create a variety of rifle and ammunition profiles which can be backed up and shared through
a web-sync feature (insuring from loss in the event of a damaged mobile device.) Once
atmospherics and wind meter data are input into the program, single shot or table solutions can
be viewed in both simple text, or in the advanced reticle view, which accounts for magnification
(for 2nd FP optics) and allows you to ‘dial on’ elevation if the hold exceeds the reticle field of
view. Features include the option to select G1 or G7 referenced BC’s. Users have the option
of selecting custom drag curves for specific bullets which improves prediction accuracy when
engaging targets beyond the transonic range of the trajectory. Ballistic calibration allows users
to enter observed range/drop pairs from live fire, and the program will train the prediction to
match the actual trajectory by modifying muzzle velocity and bullet drag.
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ATRAG MX Advanced Ballistic Calculator (ABC) | Horus / Trimble Recon
Issued by the U.S. Army Sniper School, the ABC is a Trimble Recon PDA containing the
Horus ATRAG software, a ballistics package developed by the former head of ARDEC’s
small arms division. TRAG refers to determining TRAjectory of bullet flight based on G1
drag formulas (using C1 coefficient of drag for long tail projectiles). Horus later added the
A “so that the item would sort at the top of the list.” Algorithms incorporating CORIOLIS,
spin drift and C1 effects allow for accurate results beyond 2,500 yards. Additional
features include a target range and target speed estimators, relative muzzle velocity vs.
air temperature table and come-up table capabilities. The shooter can store around 200
guns on the chip alone and these parameters are completely customizable with input of
atmospheric conditions and targeting information. The software comes on a standard SD
chip and it is compatible with most PDAs or smart phones.
SureShot Field Ops Watch | 5.11 Tactical
The Field Ops watch provides digital day and date, in two digital time zones. It
has an audible alarm, hourly chime, countdown, timer, and lap times with a digital
chronograph. The digital compass can be adjusted for both true and magnetic
north. Created in partnership with Horus Vision, SureShot is a sophisticated point
of impact ballistic calculator accepts thirteen critical shooting cvariables to provide
shooting solutions out to 1000 meters. Input known ballistic data (bore height, ballistic
coefficient, muzzle velocity and zero range), and then add environmental data (range,
temperature, altitude, inclination) – Sure Shot provides shooting solutions in MILS,
TMOA or SMOA. Solution can also be provided in clicks for both windage and
elevation. The calculator is very easy to use and most of the variables can be put into
the Field Ops Watch before going out to the field. Waterproof to 100 meters.

Pathfinder PAG240-1 Tactical Watch | Casio
This is an upgrade to the Casio PAG40. The new version has the same Triple Sensor
functionality (Altimeter/Barometer, Thermometer, Digital Compass); however, it now
comes with Self-Charging, Tough Solar Power, employs more functional exterior case
design, and has a host of additional features such as Sunrise Sunset Data, Countdown
Timer and 48-city World Time.

Ambit GPS Watch | Suunto
This watch combines a GPS navigation system, altimeter, and a 3D compass with
advanced heart rate monitoring in a robust instrument for mountainous and everyday
use. With the Ambit’s GPS, the user can choose waypoints to navigate with and see
their location in multiple coordinate systems. The watch also includes temperature,
track logging, and barometric sensor in order to maintain situation awareness regarding
location, altitude and weather conditions in the field.

Foretrex 301 GPS | Garmin GPS
This wrist-mounted model has the same GPS capabilities as the Foretrex 401 below,
however it does not contain the electronic compass or barometric altimeter, and it
cannot share data wirelessly. It can also be mounted to any MOLLE platform or worn
on the wrist. Runs on AAA batteries for about 18 hours.
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Foretrex 401 GPS | Garmin GPS
Almost every infantry leader carries the Foretrex 401. At 3 ounces and less than 3
inches long, this GPS navigator can be worn on the wrist, or more preferably, attached
to the chest rig or even the main gun. It combines a high-sensitivity waterproof GPS
receiver with an electronic compass and barometric altimeter. The Foretrex also
connects to a USB port or can send data wirelessly to another device. This GPS
display rudimentary maps, featuring waypoints, routes and tracks, but not topo maps.
Runs on AAA batteries for about 17 hours.
Contour+ POV Camera | Contour Cameras
This “Point-of-View” camera comes closest to the true helmet cam. It is the smallest
/ lightest of the group and the most streamlined if attached to a helmet or weapon via
a helmet band or integrated Picatinny Rail mount. The camera cylinder lies flat on the
side of the helmet, increasing the profile by about an inch. It is “waterproof” (rainproof)
and the lens rotates completely, allowing the camera to mount in any direction.
Camera shoots up to 170 degrees / 1080P HD video and 5 MP quality in still mode;
weighs 5 ounces. With a large on/off switch, it is easy to use, recording with up to
a 32Gb micro-SD card and batteries that last 2.5 hrs. Built-in mic, built-in GPS and
Bluetooth allow ability to Geotag footage and view image on a compatible smartphone.
Drift HD POV Camera | Drift Innovation
This camera sits in the middle of its Contour and GoPro competitors. While it is about
the same size of the GoPro Hero, the lens is on the side of the camera, similar to the
streamlined Contour. The camera shoots up to 1080P / 170 degree HD video like
the others, and either 5 or 9 MP still quality. This camera is different, however, in that
it has a build in mini-LCD color screen for instant viewing or playback (screen can be
turned off while filming). User can also stop and start the camera using an RF remote
control that comes with a supplied wrist strap. The camera is waterproof similar to the
Contour+ and uses up to a 32Gb micro-SD card. Standard battery lasts about 2.5 hrs;
extended battery lasts about 5 hrs. The lens is completely rotatable and has a low-light
mode and 4X zoom.
HD Hero2 POV Camera | GoPro Cameras
The HD HERO2 is closest to the functions of a standard camera in that it shoots up to
1080P / 170 degree HD video and 11 MP stills. The lens is on the widest face of the
camera, and the mount is attached to the bottom, so this camera is best used if rigged
to a chest harness or other flat surface (like a dashboard of a vehicle) where the camera
does not interfere with typical combat operations. The camera is about 3 inches wide, 2
inches high and 2 inches thick and weighs about 6 ounces- it also has a low light level.
The camera is water resistant but the user likely will want to use the waterproof housing.
Uses a standard SD card, and battery lasts about 2.5 hrs. Supplemental product
attachments include extra battery, wireless connection, and mini viewing screen.

Hopefully the Warfighters Gear Guide provides a few more ideas to make your next
pre-deployment prep time go a little smoother. Let us know what other equipment you
would like to see in the next edition by writing to contact@tacticaldefensemedia.com.
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Paving the Road to an
Electric Fleet

The DoD Plug-In Electric Vehicle Initiative
By Camron Gorguinpour, Ph.D., Special Assistant to the
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Installations,
Environment & Logistics (SAF/IE)

Plug-in electric vehicles (PEV’s), are the holy grail for
energy-conscious advocates looking to redefine our nation’s
transportation sector, but are they practical for DoD’s nontactical fleet?

considerations for
fleet electrification. There
are too many specific
activities to describe here,
but a few examples are provided to give a general
sense of the types of projects DoD is involved in.

The short answer is…maybe.
PEV’s include fully-electric vehicles (think “Nissan Leaf”)
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (think “Chevy Volt”), and
they range from the familiar passenger sedans to buses and
26,000 lb. [11,793 kg.] trucks. For most individual consumers
and fleet operators, the upfront cost of purchasing a PEV is
far too high to be accessible. Things aren’t much different
for DoD – current trends in budget slashing make it difficult
to pursue upfront investments for many worthwhile activities.
Yet, there may be opportunities for DoD to work within
its existing fleet budget to execute a large-scale integration
of PEV’s. The DoD PEV Working Group was established with
the objective to design strategies to execute a large-scale
integration of PEV’s at cost parity with conventional vehicles.
On the surface, it may seem like this is an implausible
objective. However, initial findings give hope that DoD can
move forward in a meaningful way – in a relatively short
timeframe.

Studying PEV

What We Do:
• Build-to-Print
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technology

In order to distinguish wild ideas from real opportunities,
DoD is working with the Department of Energy (DoE) and
the General Services Administration (GSA) to execute a
far- reaching analytical program. By leveraging existing
activities and launching new programs, DoD is building a
comprehensive knowledge base for operational and financial
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In order to collect current and comprehensive information
regarding the availability of different types of PEV’s, DoD
released a wide-ranging Request for Information (RFI) to the
PEV industry. More than 70 companies responded to
the RFI from all segments of the PEV industry, and more
than 50 companies participated in a subsequent Industry
Event. From these activities, DoD has established a large
database of information on current and future capabilities of
the domestic PEV industry.
DoD is also looking closely at major projects being
conducted by DoE, such as the Transportation Electrification
Demonstration, to ensure that PEV’s will meet mission
requirements in real world applications. Through this and
other DoE projects, performance data are being collected
and analyzed for thousands of vehicles and public charging
stations. These data will help determine how PEV’s and
charging stations perform in different environments – a
critical issue for potential DoD deployment.
There are many other practical issues related to operating
PEV fleets that DoD must also sort through before a largescale integration takes place. For example, fleet managers
with large numbers of PEV’s must pay close attention to
the battery capacities of their vehicles at any given time to
ensure that drivers don’t run out of power half way through
their trip. Facility energy managers must closely monitor PEV
charging to make sure the local grid isn’t overwhelmed with
demand for electricity. If V2G is implemented, a host of other
operational issues arise to monitor and control the use of
PEV batteries for non-transportation purposes.

Ultimately, DoD’s ability to execute a large-scale
integration of PEV’s will depend on its ability to lease these
vehicles with terms reasonably comparable to conventional
vehicles. To this end, DoD partnered with GSA to launch
a detailed study of the lifecycle costs and residual values
of PEV’s relative to conventional vehicles. This study will
help shed light on what the long-term fuel consumption,
maintenance, and repair costs will be for different types of
PEV’s and will help establish realistic leasing terms for PEV’s
that are based on concrete data analysis.

Attaining Cost Parity

with

PEVs

A suitable strategy for DoD fleet electrification must meet
the operational requirements of each service’s fleet, be
feasible within each service’s existing budget, and consider
the following:
• Vehicle Type, Lifecycle Costs, and Capabilities;
• Infrastructure Type and Lifecycle Costs – considering
hardware, software, installation, and electrical grid
capabilities;
• Vehicle and Infrastructure Financing;
•P
 otential to Integrate PEV’s as an Energy Resource –
both to the installation and the broader electrical grid;
and
•R
 equisite Research, Development, Testing &
Evaluation(RDT&E) Activities

To address some of these practical implementation
issues, the Air Force selected Los Angeles Air Force Base as
the first federal facility to replace 100 percent of its general
purpose fleet vehicles with PEV’s. Moreover, this base will
serve as a test bed for V2G technologies. Lessons learned
from Los Angeles AFB along with information gleaned from
pilot demonstrations by Army, Navy, and the Marines will be
used to guide future planning for DoD fleet electrification.

While it may seem overly ambitious to think that a shortterm cost parity model can be achieved, there are specific
segments of the PEV market that show some promise.
For example, the monthly cost of operating a leased PEV
passenger sedan (including lease cost, fuel, electricity, and
maintenance) is less than $100 more than a conventional
vehicle. With a large-scale PEV integration, that small
incremental cost could disappear.

One of the most significant barriers to large-scale
integration of PEV’s on DoD installations is the potential
cost of installing charging infrastructure. While charging
stations themselves are relatively inexpensive, construction
and electrical requirement can come with huge price
tags. To help assess the costs associated with charging
infrastructure, DoD has partnered with the Idaho National
Laboratory to conduct comprehensive infrastructure cost
studies at 2-4 DoD installations. This study will monitor
vehicle use characteristics to identify the optimal vehicles for
electrification, locate the best locations for charging stations,
and determine how much it will cost to install the charging
stations. Additional funds from the Office of the Secretary
of Defense are being used to conduct a similar analysis at
10-15 continental United States DoD installations.

Perhaps the greatest opportunity for DoD to execute
a large-scale integration of PEVs is in medium and heavy
duty truck segment of the fleet. These vehicles represent
the largest segment of DoD’s non-tactical ground fleet
– 31percent of DoD’s nearly 200,000 vehicles. There
are several domestic manufacturers of PEV medium and
heavy duty trucks, but the overall market size for these
types of vehicles is relatively small. So, a modest volume
procurement by DoD (perhaps a few thousand vehicles over
a few years) can potentially lead to a significant reduction in
pricing. Because the battery is typically the most expensive
part of a PEV, reducing battery size to only what is necessary
to meet mission requirements can save tens of thousands of
dollars per vehicle.
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PEV’s also provide a unique opportunity that no other
type of vehicle can accomplish: the ability to serve as
a resource for each installation’s energy management
portfolio. Through vehicle-to-grid (V2G) activities, PEV’s
can be used to reduce each installation’s electrical bill and
in some cases draw direct revenues by providing ancillary
services to electrical utilities. V2G has been demonstrated
on a small scale, and the DoD is working to further advance
and demonstrate this type of technology. Beyond affecting
the overall financial picture for PEV’s, V2G activities can also
be used to support energy surety on military installations by
interacting with micro-grids.
Finally, the DoD PEV Working Group is exploring a variety
of financing strategies that can mitigate the upfront costs
that typically prevent large-scale action on these types of
initiatives. For example, it may be possible to lease the PEV
battery separate from the vehicle. In doing so, the most
expensive part of the PEV (the battery) can be amortized,
leaving only the base vehicle to be paid for in the first year.
Under certain circumstances, this type of financing can
eliminate the incremental cost of procuring a PEV, because
the battery lease cost simply replaces the typical cost of fuel
for a conventional vehicle. This is just one of several potential
financing strategies that can be used to reach a cost parity
model for PEV’s.

Forging

a

Path Forward

We don’t yet know where DoD will end up with its fleet
electrification efforts, but every path is being explored
and every rock overturned. Along the way, a tremendous
amount of information is being gathered and analyzed that
will support future fleet efforts for PEV’s and other types
of alternative fuel vehicles. Two things are clear: 1) There
are a lot of interesting opportunities and ideas to explore;
and 2) There is good reason to be hopeful. If any of these
opportunities work out, DoD may find itself in the driver’s
seat for a new era in America’s transportation sector.
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